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The nearby CME Lean Hog August futures contract closed last night at
$63.3/cwt, a 16% decline in less than a month. Fall and winter contracts have
also followed suit, with December now trading under $47. Clearly the catalyst for
the decline is the imposi on of retaliatory tariﬀs from Mexico and China, both
major buyers of US pork. However, the eﬀect of these tariﬀs should be seen in the
broader context of expected record pork supplies this fall, the poten al for record
corn yields and con nued expansion in the pork industry. But despite this
generally bearish context, it appears that some short term factors have further
contributed to drama c value erosion of the last few weeks. A few points worth
no ng:
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- The ﬂow of hogs to market has been anything but smooth. Hog slaughter two
weeks ago was up 8% compared to a year ago and then last week posted an 11%
decline. Wire stories and market par cipants a ribute these swings to plant
upgraders at the largest US hog packer. The upgrades were likely scheduled for
this me of year to cause minimal disrup ons. However, with all the trade
uncertainty and deteriora ng fall market outlook, the shor all in slaughter has
escalated the anxiety level in the marketplace.
- What has been especially disconcer ng for producers is that the cutout has been
pressured lower eve as overall pork supplies have been lower than a year ago. In
the last two weeks slaughter is down 1.5% while pork produc on is down 0.9%
from a year ago. What happened to pork demand? Some of this certainly is due
to exports. Sales to China have ground to a halt. Sales to Mexico were minimal at
the start of the month and have only recently started to show some improvement.
Weekly export volumes to some other markets have improved recently but this
could be because packers have had to discount signiﬁcantly in order to move
pounds.
- Some pork items that were ﬂying high in June have quickly corrected (e.g.
bellies, trimmings). In part this may be due to normal seasonal factors. Also,
expecta ons of future lower prices tend to impact buyer behavior in the
present. While we could very well see more pork go into cold storage later in the
year, the incen ve for buyers right now is to work down the inventories they
have and delay purchases as long as they can. The USDA monthly ‘Cold Storage’
report tells us about the amount of pork raw materials in cold storage. The supply
of pork bellies at the end of June was about 51 million pounds. If you are the
owner of those bellies and price s at the start of this month were around
$174/cwt, then you probably want to use them up as quickly as you can. Keep in
mind these are only frozen bellies. We don’t know about the supply of cooked
bacon that was put away by processors and which they likely want to deliver
before they go out and make more. Drawing down inventories and delaying
purchases is nothing more than end users shor ng the market.
- The lower cutout value has nega vely impacted the cash hog index in the near
term. The CME index is calculated using a weighted average price of hogs traded
on a nego ated basis as well as hogs priced using formulas oﬀ hog or pork cutout.
The sharp decline in the cutout has nega vely impacted the index, recently. How
the cutout performs in the next two weeks will be cri cal, with bellies a key factor.
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SPREAD BETWEEN PORK CUTOUT AND CASH HOG INDEX, $/cwt
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Spread Between NET Negotiated Hog Price & Swine/Pork Market Formula
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The Daily Livestock Report is made possible with support from readers like you. If you enjoy this report, find it valuable
and would like to sustain it going forward, consider becoming a contributor. Just go to www.DailyLivestockReport.com
to contribute by credit card or send your check to The Daily Livestock Report, P.O. Box 4872, Manchester, NH 03018

Thank you for your support!
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